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Notables Participate In Cornerstone Ceremony
Students Favor Faculty
Talks On Current Topics
Student opinion on campus is solid-:
ly behind faculty discussion and debate on current problems, according
to a survey conducted by the STUDENT. With a unanimity of feeling
seldom seen, eds and coeds wholeheartedly answered in the affirmative
the following questions:

long list of campus problems deemed VOL..LXV, NO. 10.
worthy of discussion.
Questions such as "the third term
Issue", "the case for the pacifist",
"economic warfare", "the neutrality
problem", "racial and social problems", and "internal economic problems of the U. S." proved foremost in
1. Do you believe round-table dis- the minds of those interested in world
cussions of current problems by fac- affairs.
ulty and administration members Faculty Debate
should be made a regular feature of Urged
extra-curricular campus life?
Chief revelation of this poll to the
interviewers proved to be the thirst
2. Would you be interested in a defor more and more knowledge cm all
bate participated in by faculty or adproblems found in this college generministration members on current
ation.
world or campus problems?
The general impression of those inGoing even further, the poll sought terviewed was that subjects for such
to discover subjects for such discus- discussion were limitless. Faculty desion that would appeal to a student bate on them was urged. The round
audience. Opinion here was about table discussion sponsored by the C.A.
evenly divided between campus prob- peace commission and participated in
lems and the world's affairs.
by members of the faculty was pointLewis O. Barrows, Governor ol the
Such subjects as "the case for col- ed out as a successful application of State of Maine and Pres. Arthur A.
lege cooperatives", "the place of the this plan. Satisfaction was also ex- Hauck of the University of Maine
college in community affairs", "pros pressed in regard to President Gray's will be the principal guest sneakers,
and cons on compulsory chapel", "the plan to devote several chapel prointroduced by Pres. Clifton D. Gray
commons problem", and "student cit- grams to faculty discussion of the of Bates, at the cornerstone laying
izenship" held a prominent place in a European situation.
ceremony of the new men's dormitory

Grads, Students Join
For Busy Week End
Gov. Farrows
Speaks Saturday

Student Gov't Rule Tests
Interrupt Bridge Games
Br Pauline Chayer '40
Anyone who walked into the reception room of any of the girls' dorms
at five in the afternoon a few days
ago might have thought that some
new sort of mid-year exams was in
progress. It was, unfortunately, an
old story to all the upperclass girls
—the annual student government rule
test. In Rand, at least, the forty-odd
girls were stretched out on every
available chair and many were lying
f nil- leu gt b on the floor in various /
states ot undress. There were a halt
dozen in waitress uniforms, one or
two still in lab coats, and every variety of housecoat, bathtowel, smock,
and curler.
Changes Cause
Difficulties
Earlier in the day it was amusing
to be around the dorms, or in the
Women's Union. There wasn't even
a good bridge game in progress. A
demand bid was more than likely to
te returned with a list of rules for
signing out. (I think my partner
flunked the test last year.)
It would be comparatively easy if
the rules were the same from year to
year. But since the present senior
class entered college calling hours
have been changed at least twice, carnival and commencement permis-
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sions have been modified, and it has
become necessary to file with the director of residences a written permission from home to go airplane riding.
The last question is the most difficult
and causes more consternation than
any other. It is always to write at
least one stanza of tk e Alma Mater,
this year the second verse.
Passing grade for the test is 80. If
this Is not made, a second test is
given. If this is not enough, an oral
exam before student government Is
tried. The next step is more or less
a matter of conjecture but there are
those who say that there was once a
girl who took the test before Dean
Clark.
»0% Girls
Pass Test
In any case, 90% of the campus
girls passed the test this year. Statistics for other years are not available
but President Kay Gould reports that
the average is slightly higher than it
was last year. In Whlttier every girl
passed the test. There should be comparatively few special cases for the
next week or two. It is even possible
that some of the wnr.u m '.he \lma
Mater, at leai* th"« second verse, may
stick with us until the Hack to-Bates
rally.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Oct. 25—
Maine State Teachers' Convention begins In Lewiston
7:15 p. m. C. A. All-Committee Rally; Women's Locker Building.
Thursday, Oct. 26—
6:00 p. m. Annual Teachers' Dinner; Chase Hall.
Friday, Oct. 27—
3:00 p. m. Freshman Football vs. Coburn Classical Institute; Garcelon
Field.
7:00 p. m. National Back-to-Hates Night Rally; Alumni Gymnasium.
Saturday, Oct. 28—
9:00 a. m. Alumni Council Meeting; Women's Locker ^Building.
There will be three 40-mlnute classes after chapel service
Saturday, instead of the usual 1-hour periods, it was announced
last night after a faculty meeting. This arrangement will permit
students to attend the cornerstone laying ceremonies which will
take place at the new dormitory on Bardwell Street at 11:15 a. m.
The 7:40 classes and 8:40 chapel will meet for the usual
sessions.

12:00 noon W.A.A. and College Club Luncheons; Chase Hall
1:80 p. m. Varsity Football vs. University of Maine; Garcelon Field.
8:00 p. m. Varsity Club Dance; Alumni Gymnasium.
Sunday, Oct. 29—
2:30 p. m. Outing Club Open House; Thorhcrag.
Monday, Oct, SO—
8:00 p. m. First Lecture 1939-40 Season; Chapel.
Tuesday, Oct 81—
6:00 p. m. Deutsche Vereln Cabin Party; Thorncrag.

Saturday morning at 11:45, it was announced last night. During the ceremony, a copper box will be filled with
various College documents, including
a copy of today's issue of the STUDENT, and will be sealed into the
building with the cornerstone.
At 11:10 the band wi]i start the
ceremony by a march from the Alumni Gymnasium to-the new dormitory,
on Bardwell street. There, Pres.
Gray, as presiding officer, will first
introduce Dr. Percy L. Vernon, pastor of the United Baptist Church of
Lewiston, who will deliver the invocation.
Governor Barrows
To Speak
Pres. Gray will then introduce Governor Barrows, who will give a short
address. The second speaker, Pres.
Hauck of Maine, is scheduled to be
introduced next at about 11:22.
Sir. Harry J. Carlson and Mr.
Charles Connor will be presented to
the audience assembled then as architect and general contractor, respectively, of the new building.
At approximately 11:25, Dr. Gray
will present the following, who will
deposit in the copper cornerstone box
the articles named: George W. Lane
Jr., secretary-treasurer of the college,
copies of the latest catalogue, President's and Treafurer's report of June
and August 1939, official bulletin of
September 1939, "Steps To A Career",
the Blue Book, First Chapel Address
1939, and a football program of Oct.
28, 1939.
Prof. Raymond L. Kendall, a copy
of the Summer School catalogue, 1939
session. Harry W. Rowe, Assistant to
the President and Alumni Secretary,
a copy of the Bates Alumnus. Mr.
Seldon T. Crafts, musical director a
copy of the Bates Song Book. L. B.
Costello, of the Lewiston daily SunJournal and trustee of the college, a
copy of the Lewiston Evening Journal, Oct. 27, and the Lewiston Daily
Sun of Oct. 28. Faust Couture, owner of Le Messager, Lewiston French
news organ, a copy of the Oct. 27th
issue.
Frank Coffin '40, president of the
Student Council, will then present the
following campus editors, who will
deposit the latest issues of their pub(Continued on page four)

Dr. Fisher, Crooker
To Speak At Rally
Alumni week end enthusiasm will
rise to fever pitch Friday night when
a monster National Bates Night rally
will be staged in the Alumno Gymnasium at 7:00 o'clock, with Bates
Clubs all over the country holding
simultaneous rallies. All these demonstrations are designed to sharpen
the claws of the Bobcat for the Saturday gridiron duel with the black
bear from the University ot Mt:„e.
Speakers will be Captain Charles
Crooker '40 of the Garnet squad and
Dr. Lloyd W. Fisher ot the faculty.
At exactly 8:16 the entire assembly
in the Gym, and all those present at
other rallies over the country, will
rise and sing the Bates Bobcat song.
Thus, although many graduates will
not be able to attend in person, they
will be present in spirit
Chandu, the magician, will also be
featured on the program, and he has
promised to remove the entire Maine
squad from the platform.

NEW STATION ON DR. CHENEY'S 'RAILWAY TO THE MOON'
COOLJ DOE VCA-RLSON - Aft&H ITJ1CT5

Professors Discuss
Arms Embargo Act
A faculty-student "bull-session" was
held last Wednesday evening at the
Cl-ase Hall music room. Ihe affair
was eponP«—ed by tb« Peace fommisslon ot the Bates Christian Association. Its purpose was to discuss the
arms embargo act and its effects on
our neutrality. There were some 65
persons present, including a number
of freshmen.
The subject was discussed by Dr.
J. Murray Carroll, Dr. Angelo P. Bertocci, and Dr. Robert D. Seward. All
seemed to agree that repeal of the
arms embargo act would be wise. One
of the chief reasons is that some help
must be given anyway. The American
people would not stand idly by if the
democracies were in peril. However,
our participation in a war would
probably be obviated If we furnish the
needed supplies.
The discussion was followed by an
open forum. Audience opinion was
that the repeal of the arms embargo
might result in an international incident that might lead to war, involving the United States.

Gym Is Scene Of
Varsity Club Dance
The Back-To-Bates week end
will close its festivities with the
annual Varsity Club Dance in the
Alumni Gym Saturday night at
7:36.
The dancers will step to the
tunes of the Bobcats, who plan to
feature many new specialty numbers surrounding their new vocalist, Genevieve Stephenson '43.
The Back-To-Bates theme will be
the center of one of these numbers.
The dance will welcome the old
grads and fans from the University of Maine. An invitation has
been issued to Governor Barrows to attend the affair by the
committees in charge. Varsity
clubbers
expect
a
capacity
crowd.
In charge of the dance are
Harry Shepherd, chairman of the
committee; assisted by Warner
Bracken '41 and John Anderson
"4L

The Peace Commission has under
consideration several projects to promote better understanding of the international situation. One is the erection of an up-to-date bulletin board
iu Chase Hall. An Armistice Day
In a meeting early this week the
Chapel service is also planned.
Publishing Association put their mark
of approval on the appointments of
John McCue, editor of the "Mirror",
of those to complete his staff. As has
been previously announced Editor McMaine Teachers To Hold
Cue will be assisted by J. VerNooy
Sands '40, business manager ot the
Meetings On Campos
The Maine State Teachers' Associa- publication.
tion will hold several meetings in the
Others on the staff are as follows:
Chapel and Little Theatre, according Ira K. Nahiklan, associate editor;
to their program schedule for the ses- James A. Dunlap, associate business
sion of Oct. 25-27, Prof. Raymond Ken- manager; Wilfred G. Howland, sports
dall stated. The Social Studies, the editor; Frank M. Coffin, senior hisMental Hygiene, and the Representa- torian; Geneva Fuller, art work;
tive Assembly sections will gather In George C. Russell, photographic edithe Chapel. Little Theatre will be tor; Barbara Rowell, W.A.A. editor;
the assembling point for the Drawing Donald F. Maggs, features; Earle
and the Science groups.
Zeigler and Richard Wall, organizations. With the exception of Wall,
Dr. Louis P. Benezet, Department who is a Junior, all the staff members
of Education, Dartmouth College, will are in the graduating class.
speak on the subject, "The Responsibility of the History Teacher in the
The senior write-ups will be done
Present Crisis" at the Social Studies by the following: Raymond J. Cool
meeting. The Science group will have '40, Sumner B. Tapper '40, James B.
Mr. George L. Bush, assistant prin- Vickery III '40, Fannie Longfellow
cipal, South High School, Cleveland, '40, Martha B. French '40, Ruth B.
Ohio, for their principal speaker. His Gray '40. As assistant editors there
discussion will be "High School Sci- will be Joseph V. Millerick '41, Richence—Its Opportunity". Other speak- ard H. Lovelace '41, Leslie F. Warren
ers include, Miss Helen E. Cleaves, •41. Danle! A. Sullivan '41.
director of art education, Boston pubAs assistant business managers
lic schools, and Dr. Arnold Gessell,
doctor of the clinic of child develop- there are: John K. Morris '41, George
ment, the School of Medicine, Yale E. Coprssen '41, Clinton J. Forstrom
•41, and Richard M. Hoag '4L
University.

P. A. Confirms Staff
For 1940 "Mirror"

Maine Game And
Varsity Club Dance
Lead Full Program

The laying of the cornerstone of
the new men dormitory now under
construction, and the opening state
series football game between the Bobcats and the Black Bears from University of Maine are the stellar attractions on the Back-to-Bates week
end program Friday and Saturday.
The week end officially opens when
the freshman football squad meets
Coburn Classical Institute Friday afternoon at 3:00 p. m. on Garcelon
Field. Friday night at 8 o'clock the
annual National Bates Night Rally
will be held in the Alumni Gymnasium, with companion rallies among
alumni all over the country.
Saturday's program opens with a
special Chapel service at 8:40, featuring a guest speaker. A section of
Chapel has been reserved for all visiting alumni and guests. From 9:00
to 11:00 a. m. visitors are invited to
visit classes then in session. A schedule of these classes will be posted on
campus bulletin boards.
Governor At
Cornerstone Laying
At 11:15 a. m. the cornerstone ot
the new men's dormitory on BardFirst feature of the annual Bates well street will be laid with approConcert-Lecture Series will be Mon- priate ceremonies. It is expected that
day eveninf? at 8.-.00 o"c\oc\c, present- Governor Barrows wiU be the chief
ing Dr. Harry A. Overstreet. head of speaker. A special arrangement ot
the Dept. of Philosophy and Psychol- morning classes will permit students
ogy at C.C.N.Y., in a talk on "The to be present.
Art of Growing Up".
Buffet luncheons will be served for
Mr. August Buschmann, director of guests from 12:00 to 12:30 in Chase
this Chapel Series which has come to Hall. The first floor will be devoted
be an institution at Bates, has se- to the College Club luncheon for all
cured Dr. Overstreet in the knowl- fathers and men guests, while the
edge that he is an interesting and ex- Bates Key will entertain women
perienced lecturer. The speaker has guests upstairs.
appeared before such diverse audi- Series Game
ences as the New School for Social At 1:30
The highlight of the week end will
Research, the Brooklyn and New
York Ethical Societies, Cooper Union. be the Bates-Maine football game
Ford Hall Forum, various Settle- «hich is scheduled to begin at 1'3°
ment Houses, forums, labor groups, Saturday afternoon on Garcelon field.
The game will be broadcast by staand adult education groups.
Dr. Overstreet has written exten- tion WCOU in Lewiston.
The Women's Athletic Association
sively on psychological subjects for
such well known magazines as the will serve tea for all alumni and outNew Republic, Nation, and Survey. He of-town guests in the assembly room
taught recently at Harvard Summer after the game.
School.
Mr. Buschmann wishes to emphasize the procedure to be in force in
regard to admission at the lectures.
9tudents will be admitted free of
charge to seats in the rear ol the
Chapel. But they must be identified
Prof. Angelo Bertoccl, of the French
by showing of Athletic Cards.
Department, will present the case of
Single admission tickets will not be Italy Monday morning in Chapel in
sold. However, community residents the third of a series of faculty talks
who wish to attend the Series may
on the international situation, it was
purchase season tickets at the door.
announced by President Clifton D.
This season price is three dollars.
Gray last night. "These talks," Dr.
Gray said, "are in purpose exactly opposite to propaganda. They are designed to bring knowledge based on
Lancaster N. H. Entertains
fact to the student, with the idea of
Second Debate Clinic Fri.
giving him the point of view of all naThe next in a series of debate clin- tions."
ics being conducted by the Bates DeThe fourth talk will be given by
bating Council for the benefit of the Dr. Paul Sweet of the History Demembers of their interscholastlc partment on the case for Germany,
league will be entertained by Lancas- next Wednesday. It Is expected that a
ter, N. H., High School Friday after- case for the United States will be prenoon and evening.
sented some time In the future. Talks
Miss Mary Hartwell and Miss Char- on England and Russia have already
lotte Taylor, both of the high school been featured Monday and this mornfaculty, will supervise the coaches' ing by Dr. Amos Hovey and Dr. Anround table and the demonstration ders M Myhrman.
and discussion of extemporaneous
speaking, respectively. The problems
of railroads will be discussed by Mr. C. A. All-Committee Rally Tonight
William A. Wheeler representing the
At 7:15 tonight there will be an allBoston & Maine Railroad.
committee rally of the Christian AsThe clinic will be featured by the
sociation in the Women's Locker
evening debate between Bates and Building for the purpose of acMiddlebury College on the national
quainting the members with the work
high school topic: "Resolved, that the
of the Association, and the plans for
Federal Government should own and
this year.
operate the railroads". Opposing the
There will be a description of the
Middlebury women, Ruth Gray '40 and
YMCA peace conference at AmsterHarriet White '41 will uphold the afdam, Holland, last summer by the
firmative as they did in the debate
campus representative, Ralph Child
with the University of Vermont in the
'40, and a talk by Dr. Zerby.
Little Theatre Friday night.

Over street To Open
Concert Series Non.

Profs Present Factual
Discussions Of War
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The fall season of sporta moves
on and will end Nov. 10 with the usual Garnet and Black competition.
Tennis players have about two more
weeks in which to play the required
four hours for credit. The season will
be concluded by a ladder tournament,
the finals of which will be played oft
on Mothers' Week End.
On Friday a meeting of the prospective members of the new Swimming
Club was held for the purpose of filling out application blanks. Try-outs
are to be held Thursday evening from
eight-thirty to nine at the Auburn Y.
Miss Parrot will have charge of the
group which is planning to work on
water stunts, formations, and diving.
W.A.A. Tea
After Game
The first meeting of the Ski Club
that was organized last winter was
held Monday. Plans for this winter's
program were made and include a series of cross-country trips.
The annual Back-to-Bates tea sponsored by W.A.A. will be held in Chase
Hall immediately after the Maine
game. Joan Wells, Kathryn Gould,
and Bertha Bell, representing the
three foremost organizations on campus, will pour. Barbara Fish is in
charge.

Phi Sigma Iota Inducts
Members By Candlelight

The French room at Hathom Hall
was the scene of an impressive canCHICAGO ■ BOSTON ■ LO» ANOILIf ■ SAR FRARCISCO
dlelight service as seven members of
the junior and senior classes were iniMember
Entered as second-class matter at tiated into the Bates chapter of Phi
Associated Cbllo6icite Press
the Post Office, Lewiston, Maine Sigma Iota, Tuesday evening, Oct. 17.
During the initiation ceremony, the
Distributor of
Subscription . . . $2^0 per year
officers of the club Instructed the new
in
advance
03lle6iateDi6est
members in the aims of the organization.
Those admitted to the club were:
1940, Alfred Morse, Thomas Puglise.
Welcome back grads! If any added formal word of welcome Ruth Sprague: 1941, Edward Booth,
from the undergraduate student body is necessary, consider this Kathleen Curry, Nancy Field, Ruth
Goss.
it. The door is always ajar for your return; this week end it is
As this is a national honor society,
the
membership is necessarily limited.
thrown wide and the college is yours. A full program has been plan*
Those in the club are chosen for their
ned especially for you. From the Freshman football game on Fri- ability, promise, and appreciation of
day afternoon and the celebration of National Bates night that the Romance languages.
At a brief business meeting, projevening right on through the Varsity Club Dance, dull moments ects for the year were discussed. The
club decided to make a study of the
will be scarce.
contemporary French writers which
If you can find time, why not drop over to your old room in are not included in the college
course.
the "dorm" and see how the present undergrads are carrying on—
The next meeting will be held Nov.
probably much the same as you used to. Come on in and swap a 23, at the home of Prof. Lawrence D.
Kimball. The program is to be in
few stories. You must have some beauties—maybe we will be able charge of Bernice Lord and Thomas
Puglise, who will report on the life
to offer some contributions to your stock.
and the works of Andre Gide. French
To those members of the alumni unable to return but celebrat- novelist and essayist.

. By Lea

-SMART GUYSONE "FT SPOILED THE STRAIGHT "A" RECORD-'
THAT UIMMY WlLSC+ULEfT)
EMORY U. SENIOR.MADE N
(b YEARS OF SCHOOLING/
AT AUBURN. WILL!AM
STEUENWALER SHATTERED
HIS FATHERS RECORD 97.50
AVERAGE WHICH HAD STOOD

1909/

AND CO-EDS

ON

HOWDY DAY

AT LOS ANGELES

env

ARE NOT ALLCWF-0
TO STT TOGETHER
AT FOOTBALL
GAMES AT MIAMI
UNIVERSITY (OHIO)/

COLLEGE.-STUDENTS WEAR IDENTIFICATION
TAGS AND SAY HOWDY TO EVERYONE THEY MEET /

NEW YORK. N. Y.

ing with us on Friday night and rooting for a victory over Maine,
our salutation is just as hearty. Sorry you can not be with us this
Dinner, Games Feature
week end, but we are looking forward to meeting you. Bates, the
Round Table Meeting
all-college fraternity, has a campus for a "frat-house"; its spirit of
The Bates Faculty Round Table
opened this year's series of meetings
friendliness appears wherever its men and women gather.

Letter To The Eds and Coeds Of 2039
Greetings!
Today you have broken the seal of a box placed here many
years ago by a group of enthusiastic men of Bates who, experiencing the pleasures of successful endeavor, wished to leave a contemporary record of their achievement for future generations to see.
For this Saturday, October 28, 1939, they are laying the cornerstone of a dormitory designed to house approximately one hundred
students. It is considered a necessary step forward by all interested in this college, as Bates and her sister institutions build to aid
in the maintenance of a culture of democratic principles and freedom—a culture that is being flaunted and attacked by half of the

with a dinner at Chase Hall last
Thursday evening. New members were
welcomed and an entertainment was
held after the dinner. Dr. Sawyer
presided over the meeting.
Those who were welcomed into the
group were Mrs. Angelo Bertocci, Mr.
Joseph Conant, Mrs. Lyle E. Glazier,
Mrs. Lennie Gould, Miss Barbara Kendall, Mr. Adam Kaminsky, Mrs. Nellie Libby, Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
Mansfield, Miss Charlotte Parrott,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Powell, Dr.
and Mrs. John A. Rademaker, and
Mrs. Edwin M. Wright.
The entertainment consisted of an
Information Please contest with Dr
Britan as master of ceremonies, and
an old-fashioned spelling-bee conducted by Dr. Wright.

world.
. ,kaj\li..
CLUB NOTES
Yes, Europe is once again at war. Here in America we seek to
The Deutsche Verein had a cabin
stay out and this attitude is reflected in student discussion of world party yesterday at Thorncrag to initiate new members.
problems. Moral, spiritual, and self-styled "practical" reasons for
Last night the Christian Associaour eventual involvement, or the opposite, are being offered.
Our campus life is characterized by a large measure of selfgovernment through a Men's Student Council and. a Women's Student Government. Student expression of a most varied sort is encouraged by numerous organizations and clubs in which the student may exercise his interests in common with others. Included
among our traditions are the "Stanton Ride" (orientation measure for Freshmen); morning Chapel services; a "commons" eating
system; and a spirit of brotherly friendliness, etc.
We are trying to give you a sketchy picture of ourselves. Perhaps the news items in this issue will do a more complete job. Oh
yes, you should be told that "jitterbug" and "cat" are common
words in the vocabulary of every good collegian. They are musical
terms—satisfactory definitions for which we have never heard, but
which you may have worked out. Also, words of knowledge attributed to a noted Chinese philosopher, Confucius, are being circu-

FROM THE NEWS
By Delbert A. Witty '40

College Publishers Representative

420 MADISON AVI.

Letter To Returning Alumni

lated among our undergraduates.

Campus Camera . .

TURKISH PACT IS
VICTORY FOR ALLIES
Since the last issue of the STUDENT much has been accomplished
by the political forces of the Allied
powers. Almost twenty-flve years
ago to the day, Turkey threw in its
lot with the Central Powers. The
results which followed was the difficult, disastrous, and dangerous
Dardenelles campaign which took
heavy toll from the Allies. Today
Turkey has swung the other way
by its mutual assistance pact with
Great Britain and France. Carefully excepted, however, is any situation which might make Turkey a
belligerent against Soviet Russia.
From a military standpoint this
pact has given rise to heavy concentration in this area. It is mentioned in dispatches that General
Maxime Weygand, commander-inchief of the French forces in the
Near East, and Lieutenant General Archibald P. Wavell, commander-in-chief of the British Middle
East, which includes Palestine,
Sudan, Egypt, and other adjacent
countries, are present in the Turkish capital. These men have at
their command strong forces on
land and equally strong forces on
the water and in the air. These
forces added to those of Turkey
make any attack by Italy from
Libya utterly improbable.

•

Letters To The Editor

OPEN
FORUM^
Importance of HI-Y
To Colleges
To the Editor:
In partial answer to the excellent
editorial urging outside interests for
students (and faculty?), I should like
to add a post-script to the last week's
news report of the Hi-Y conference
held at Bowdoin, Oct. 13-14.
This organization, now growing
rapidly in Maine, is of considerable
potential importance to the colleges
of the State, since its program tends
to attract the type ot student
most likely to succeed in college.
Their handbook for discussion groups
deals with personal and social problems in a frank and stimulating manner very different from tho stodgy
conservatism attributed to the YMCA
by some critics.
There are three ways of realizing
fruitful cooperation between the college Christian Associations and the
neighboring Hi-Y's; sharing of notable speakers, either in joint or separate meetings; making use of college
students as speakers and advisors for
Hi-Y groups; seeing that Hi-Y students have friendly, contacts with
some students of the college to which
they go.
These advantages are so apparent
that the Colby C.A. (which had a delegate at Bowdoin) now has a concrete
plan under way to help in organizing
and advising groups in their vicinity
It is true that one Bates student is
already advisor to such a group, but
there must be a number of Hi-Y's
which would appreciate contacts
with Bates and it is certain that many
schools now having no Hi-Y could
profit by the existence of a well-managed club.
The main speaker of the Bowdoin
conference, Mr. C. C. Robinson, a vocational guidance expert with the
N.Y.A., had just returned from seven
years ln Hawaii. He emphasized the
prominent fart taken there by Hi-Y's
in building up the good race relations
for which the islands are famous; in
helping boys and girls to work and
Play together, unhampered by awkwardness due to unfamiliarity with
the opposite sex; in finding a life
work and preparing to succeed in it

tion held Its annual candle-lighting
service in the Chapel. The new officers were installed at this ceremony.
Tonight there will be an all-committee rally in the Locker Building for
everyone who has served on any of
the C. A. committees.
It is to be hoped that an increased
The Christian Service Club will
have a cabin party on Nov. 3 at number of Bates students will take
an active part in realizing these and
Thorncrag.
similar aims on our own campus and
Powell Speaks
in our neighboring high schools and
To Cameramen
The Politics Club met last night In academies. Prof. Robert D. Seward.
Rand Hall Reception Room. Dr. Rademaker spoke on current problems.
The next meeting of the Camera
Club will be on Nov. 6. At that time
Mr. Powell will speak on the use of How About
The Other Side!
photography in publicity.
To the Editor:
La Petite Academie had a spaghetti
Commenting on the recent forum on
supper at Thorncrag last Tuesday neutrality, this student believes that
evening.
the issue was clouded by the apparent
The WAA Ski Club met last Mon- prejudice of those participating.
day in the Women's Union to discuss
The fact that Lindbergh advanced a
plans for the coming year.
theory of allowing no sale of offen-

sive weapons drew the sarcastic remark of "who can say whether limburger cheese Is offensive or not?"
It is ironical to think that this disregard of the other side has left them
open to criticism. Or is it? The growth
of neutrality was traced but I heard
no mention of the fact that in 1933,
President Roosevelt was supporting
just such a measure—that of abolition
of bombers which could bomb defenseless women and children. It was
France and Japan who prevented this
in 1933, and, of course, the discussion
failed to bring this out.
Along with Senator Brown's (Michigan) denunciation of Lindbergh in
the Senate, we have the denunciations
of those wno think only of the man
who left his country for another. It
appeared to some that Hoover and
Li-idhergh were collaborating. Anything to cast a at'gma.
May I close with this question:
Should we net as Christians uphold
the view that the sale of arms should
be prohibited? Or is Christianity only
a commodity—to be used and thrown
away?
Signed,
B, G. Barney '41

Coed Waitresses
Offer Suggestion
To the Editor:
Have you ever arisen at 6:15, taken
a quick plunge into the shower, attempted to plaster every hair in place
and arrive at 6:30 in the dining room,
exuding :i at charming early-morning
personality? If you haven't you have
also missed the thrill of slithering Into your seat at 7:46 to the accompaniment of acid professorial smiles.
The fault seems to be ours in not
being able to undress, wash, dress,
and achieve campus presentability, to
say nothing of flying across campus
and up three flights of stairs in the
seven or eight minutes allowed to us
with such generosity.
We do not object to this apparent
impossibility, but when it appears
that our work is falling short of professional perfection, we do object to a
system of ranking, hanging like
Damocles' sword over our heads.
To the impersonal observer it might
appear unusual that one offense
against the Blue Laws of Dining Room
Etiquette would bring discharge. Professional waitresses are at least given
the benefit of two or three doubts, as
girls who have waited on tables at
summer resorts can attestWe do not ask your pity, all we ask
is a modicum of consideration as you
see us streak across campus after the
bell has tolled its last note. This Is
our apology for entering class breathless and untidy, and with no apparent
excuses to offer.
To be more constructive ln onr
criticism, we suggest that two N.Y.A.
girls who have no 7:40 classes be asked to come in for fifteen minutes after breakfast so that we could leave
at 7:30 and start the day right. If we
were not so rushed, we feel that we
could do our work more efficiently
and take more pride in it.
Barbara Rowell '40,
Francss Coney '4*.

•

•

THE EVER-PRESENT
BALKANS
But what will all this lead too?
Take the "tinder box of Europe"
which caused the last great war.
Bulgaria is now isolated from any
immediate assistance from the powerful paper-hanger and any hope
of getting a slice of Greece for a
port on the Aegean Is out. They
are forced to play ball with the
Balkan Entente (now Including
Yugoslavia, Turkey, Rumania, and
Greece) and get in it the most
graceful way possible. Yugoslavia
has taken a long step in becoming
a strong nationalized country with
an army powerful enough to meet
successfully any invader. The terrain of this country is much less
favorable for an attack from Germany than was the Polish territory.
The only worry these Croats have
would be from Italy who Is held
neutral by the possibility ot cutting
off all supplies from the resourceful
Soviet state. Rumania now has access to aid from the Allies and a
more comfortable feeling about her
envious neighbor, Bulgaria. Greece
is on the spot but her feelings are
pro-ally and when she must declare
war it will be with them. It all
adds up to the fact that if Herr
Hitler plans a putsch on the western front he may find a lot of trouble waiting for him on the eastern end of recently acquired lands.
Russian aid to pro-German Bulgaria is impossible except via Rumania and it is unlikely that Stalin is going to fight any battles for
Adolph. It is encouraging to see
the small countries uniting both in
the south and ln the north. With a
united front against aggression they
are in a position to maintain their
freedom as they realize a Nazi vic-

tory means the end of their Independence.

• • •
PEACE SEEMS
UNLIKELY
From the military angle little has
been done In the way of a definite
offensive by the Germans. Nothing
would please Hitler more than a
declaration of peace, but he offers
peace with one hand and carries
a pistol in the other. With this attitude peace will never come from
the Allies.
In the event of a long war the
countries with the largest man
power and most natural resources
will be the victor, if there Is a victor. Of the European countries
Russia has more of these than any
other country. In the end it seems
likely, that sooner or later, that
country will have to be dealt with,
but whether Stalin will send much
of his resources to the Fuehrer is
doubtful. If be keeps much of them
at home for his people, the effects
of the Allies' blockade of Germany
will have a definite effect on the
morale of the German people who
are on rations now. It will make a
future offensive more unlikely as
time goes on. If, on the other hand.
Hitler can secure supplies the
whole British plan will have to be
changed to more offensive tactics
especially by the Royal Air Force
which is rarin' to go.

• • •
WASHINGTON, WALL ST,
FEEL WAR
In Washington the passing of the
neutrality act seems probable ln the
near future. Limited debate is sure
to come now and the middle of the
week should find us in a new neutrality set-up. The major argumenu
have already been proposed and
most have their minds made up.
But what will be the effect on
Wall Street? The market has been
in a rut for the past fortnight and
last Tuesday It gave a surprls*
spurt. There is no doubt that Wall
Street Is concerned over the stabilizing of the price of "steel. U. S.
Steel has not declared a dividend
for a "dog's age" and It does not
seem too unjust that those that invest should have some return on
theJr money. The cost ot produetion Is constantly rising and the
steels should have the right to cover themselves. So It would seem
from here that a rise In price Is
in order.
The effect of the repeal of the
embargo on the market is a guess
at best. Business itself is on the
up trend through no effect of the
war, but the war scare boosted
commodity prices which in turn has
been a large factor in the brisk advance since Sept. 1. A false boom
of war orders would be a most unhealthy situation for our industry,
since it would bring production
way above our normal consumption
and would then lead to a worse depression than this present one. Our
future looks bright in view of the
fact that much of the South American trade will be sent here instead
of to the war-torn European countries. This situation is to be sure
very favorable.

Railroad, Third Term, Clinics
Head Debating Activities
The Bates Debating Council, under
the leadership of President Mary Gozonsky '40, is busily preparing for an
extensive schedule of fall debates arranged by the two managers, Ruth
Gray '40 and Eric Lindell '40.

Leonard Clough '40 and Robert Spencer '40 will oppose government ownership of railroads In a debate with
the University of Maine.
On that evening the first radio debate of the year will find William
In the first intercollegiate debate Sutherland '40 and Charles Buck '42
of the season Miss Gray and Harriet on the same side of that question as
White '41 upheld the affirmative of the they meet Harvard over Station
proposition "Resolved, that the Fed- WAAB. Rochester High School will
eral government should own and op- entertain the second New Hampshire
erate the railroads" in a home ,de- clinic on Dec. 8, and Wheeler and
bate with the University of Vermont Porteus will again favor government
last week. Friday night these debat- ownership of railroads that evening
ers will meet the representatives of as they engage the University of New
Middlebury College on the same topic Hampshire.
before the high school clinic at Lan- Debate With
caster, N. H.
Oxford Uncertain
A team of English debaters from
The third of these clinics sponsored Oxford are still expected on campus
by the Bates Debating Council will be this fall but the war conditions have
entertained on Nov. 10 by Maine Cen- delayed the completion of their plans.
tral Institute, Plttsfleld.
The debaters have received permission to leave their country but arFirst Radio Debate
rangements for their passage have not
Versus Harvard
As a part of that program Owen yet been made.
As members of the Eastern InterWheeler '40 and Morgan Porteus '41
will advocate government control of collegiate Debating League Bates
railroads In a debate with Colby Col- teams in December will visit Massalege. The same evening Ira Nahikian chusetts Institute ot Technology and
'40, Sumner Levine '42 and Patrick Wesleyan College. In later rounds
Harrington '42 will oppose a third Bowdoin and Pembroke debaters will
term for Roosevelt ln a debate with visit the campus, and league debates
Yale University at New Haven. The will be held with Connecticut State
final Maine clinic will be held at College and the University of Maine
Presque Isle one weak later. Thsrs j away from campus.
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Garnet VarsitiesFace Stifi OppositionIn StateFoes
Records Indicate
Close Maine Game

The Bates Bobcat clawed a plucky
Injuries Weaken
but outmanned Arnold team 15-0 Saturday at Garcelon Field. The invadBears; Mansfield
ers from New Haven with a squad
Praises Johnson
numbering only 19 men put up' a valiant struggle against the better
The University of Maine, one of the
manned Bobcats but were forced to
few unbeaten, untied teams in this
yield to superior man power.
section of the country, will meet the
stubborn Bobcats on Garcelon Field
STATISTICS
Saturday to open the State Series enBates
counters. Both teams are boasting First Downs
15
line records, the Garnet with three Gains Rushing:
267
wins in four starts, with the only loss Lost Rushing1
16
being a 20 to 0 "moral victory" over Yards Penalized
30
Harvard
Passes Attempted
11
The Pale Blue enters this fray with Passes Completed
3
their be=i rtsord i/nce lSJu with suc- Passes Intercepted ...
4
cessive victories over Arnold. 47 to 0, Gain by Forwards
58
Rhode Island State, 12 to 0, shutting Average Punts
40
out N. H. U., and taking Conn. State Fumbles
4
into camp 29 to 7.
Fumbles Recovered ...
3
The Maine-Bates series has bten a
The game saw Bates employ nothlong one, extending away back to
1893, long before any State Series was ing but straight power football mixed
organized. It has been a traditional- with an occasional pass in an effort
ly colorful one with all sorts of foot- to win the game without revealing
ball coming to light. Everything has any of their pet plays which they ye
happened from a 67 to 0 win by Maine saving for the State series which bein 1927 to scoreless ties in 1905 and gins next Saturday with the game
1906. Three years ago Franny Smith against the University of Maine.
set a new state record when he comThe game opened with Jim O'Sullipleted 23 forward passes for Maine. van kicking off to the red-shirted InIt was in this game that Barney Mar- vaders who being unable to gain puntcus '37 gained national fame by inter- ed to the home team who lost the ball
cepting a Maine pass behind his own on an intercepted pass.
goal line and, streaking 101 yards for
Belliveau Scores
a touchdown to chalk up the longest On Pass
run from pass interception that year.
The Bobcats started a drive after
In 1937 the two teams played In
taking the ball on their own 32 and
Lewiston in a downpour. This game marched to the Arnold 18 yard line
saw a Garnet win because of a touchbut lost the ball when Martin, Ardown drive by Autie Briggs '38, the nold quarterback, intercepted one of
mighty plunger who had rather run
Art Belliveau's passes. The Garnet
through the tacklers than around was not to be denied, however, and
them. Last year's game at Orono saw
after taking a short Arnold punt on
a 23-6 victory by Maine, but the game the loser's 40 yard stripe they marchwas a wild and wooly affair with the ed to their first tally. This drive was
opportunistic Blue taking advantage sparked by the off-tackle slants of
of the breaks.
Belliveau and the power drives of
In the total series between the
Mike Buccigross. The scoring play
teams, Maine holds a slight edge, was a short pass from Buccigross to
having won 27 of the 53 games, while Belliveau. Buccigross added the extra
Bates has won 20. The other six were tally with a drop kick.
tie games.
The University of Maine will not be Gamet Halts
at full strength for this game, for Arnold Drives
The second quarter saw the victors
Ken Burr, veteran center, was injured
In the New Hampshire game and has twice start dMves which: appeared
not yet returned to action. His place destined to add to the Bates score
will probably be taken by Jim Harris. but a stubborn Arnold defense refusCoach Mansfield reported that there eded to crack and they were both haltare no serious injuries in the Garnet ed, the second one on the 4 yard line.
The third period saw the Bobcats
camp, although Lou Hervey suffered
a badly cut eye in the Arnold game. open up and score twice, once on an
Norm Tardiff, veteran senior back is Arnold safety and once on a sustainrecovering from his shoulder injury ed drive of 70 yards.
and wlll probably see plenty of action
After a Bates drive had petered out
While not over-optimistic. Coach on the Arnold 4 yard line, this drive
Mansfield predicted a close ball game was 50 yards in length and featured
with the Bobcats on the long end if the brilliant dashes of Belliveau.
the team can begin to click consis- Gorman and Buccigross, the New
tently. "Maine will know that they Haveners lost two yards on a line
have been in a ball game", he re- play. On the next play they lined up
marked. Coach Mansfield particularly in punt formation with Coppolla back.
praised the work of big Norm John- The pass from center was bad and
son after the Arnold game, and indi- Coppolla was forced to run with the
cations are that he will alternate with ball, and before he could get from beRoy Briggs at the left tackle post.
hind his own soal line Johnny James.
Probable Bates-Maine Line-Cps
Bates end, smashed through and
Bates
Maine dropped him for a safety and two
Francis
LE
Stearns points for Bates.
'
Johnson
LT
H. Dyer 70-Yard Advance
Lerette
LG
Cook Leads To Score
Crooker
C
Harris
The final Bates tally came on a twoSigsbee
RG
Genge yard plunge by Art Belliveau climaxTopham
RT
Johnson ing a 70-yard advance by the Garnet.
Pomeroy
RE
Leek This march was featured by a 30-yard
O'Sullivan
QB
Reitz punt return by Buccigross, and by the
Belliveau
LHB
R. Dyer plunging of Belliveau and Gorman.
Gorman
RHB
Arbor
The final chapter saw the ArnoldBucclgross
FB
Gerrish
ians turn on the Bates second team
and drive to the home team's 2 yard
PLAZA BARBER SHOP line before an aroused defense stop179 Main St
Tel. 1353
Lewiston ped them. During this march the all
It Pays To Look Well
around work of Sylvia, Arnold back,
We Specialize in Breck's Scalp Treat- stood out and it may be fairly said
ment that is Guaranteed to Cure
(Continued on page four)
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X-C Team Fights
For State Title Fri.

'39 BOBCATS WHO WILL FACE MAINE IN SEMES OPENER | Gamet Gives 25-31
Bobcats Trim Arnold
Defeat To Huskies
With Power Plays, 15-0

Barnstone-Osgood
Jewelers
Lewiston

Maine

Let by acting Captain Harry Shepherd '40, the varsity harriers defeated
The Garnet harriers will attempt to
a strong Northeastern team at Frank- dethrone the University of Maine, delin Park, Boston, Saturday afternoon fending champion, in the State cross
by a score of 25 to 31. With only a country run to be held at Augusta
mile to go and the Garnet harriers Friday afternoon. This meet marks
bunched together so that the race was the first time that Bowdoin has compinched, the men did not extend peted since 1924.
themselves to any great extent with
The Pale Blue runners are favored
the exception of Shepherd who pressed to retain their title, but will be
the two leaders from Northeastern strongly pressed by the well-balanced
closely.
Garnet squad. Maine will be led by
Coach Thompson stated that he was the individual title-holder, Don Smith,
particularly pleased with the showing who is running better than ever this
of Harry Shepherd and Charlie Grai- season. The rest of the Maine team,
chen '40. as well as with the fine bal- who seemed to be improved this year
ance that the team displayed. Grai- after chasing Smith for the past three
chen has been laid up with a sprained seasons, are Blaisdell, Ehrlenbach,
ankle and would not have competed and Butterworth. The only basis tor
in this meet if Joe Houston '41 had comparison is the sound drubbing that
not been laid low by an Infected Maine administered to the strong Unifoot.
versity of New Hampshire harriers,
Coach Thompson chooses a captain while the Garnet harriers lost a close
Left to Right-First Row: Beattie Ml, Connors '42, Sigsbee '42, H**Wy '48, Parmenter '42, Flanagan '42, Lerette '42,
Herbert '41; Second Row: Head Coach Mansfield, Tilton '40. Tardiff 40, Simonetti '40, Plaisted '40, Connon '40, for each meet, and so far the captain one to N. H. U. In the first race of
Pomeroy '40, Capt Crooker '40, W. Briggs '40, Andrews '40, Kilgortf 40, R. Briggs !40, Wark '40, Assistant Coach has been the first Bates man in. In the season on yje Durham, N. H.,
Kamlnsky ™'* »<"»• M««»«" Averr '41. Buccigrdss '41, Belliveau '41, Daikus '41, James '42, Topham '42, the N. H. U. meet which the Bobcats course.
lost, Al Rollins '40 was the first man
Bowdoin returns to this competiJohnson
in for the Garnet, in the Colby meet tion with a trio of strong runners in
Frank Coffin '40 tied for first with Hagstrom, Doubleday, and Babcock.
four others, and Shepherd continued The only runner at Colby who stands
the record by being the first of the a good chance of figuring in the scorGarnet to cross the finish Saturday. ing is Captain Card. But he has been
The summary: 1, Carpenter, NU; 2, handicapped by illnesses of the past
Showing almost unbelievable ImDr. Ernest W. Emery '92 recalled of the 1889 team that won the chamDrevitch, NU; 3, Shepherd, B; 4, Rolhis experiences in playing on the pionship without the loss of a single provement over their first encounter, lins, B; 5. Coffin, B; 6, Downing, B; summer. The remainder of the Colby
first football game against Bowdoin game. He Insists that the AB on his the freshman gridsters soundly spank 7, Drury, B; 8, Drurup, NU; 9, Camp- squad are inexperienced men.
The meet seems to shape up as a
half a century ago as he sat in the diploma stands for "at bat" instead of ed the Ricker Classical, last Friday, bell, NU; 10, Graichen, B: 11 Landsstands Saturday afternoon and watch- "bachelor of arts". The 1889 team 35-0. Scoring a few minutes after the man, NU; 12, Nickerson, B: 13, Anis, duel between Bates and Maine. In
past records Maine is way ahead of
ed a modern version of the Bobcats was the so-called "lost team" that opening whistle, the freshmen tallied NU.
the field having won the majority of
go to town against Arnold. On Nov. took an unsanctioned Journey into at will running up a convincing five
the meets that have been held since
13, 1889, Bowdoin gave Bates the Canada on a barnstorming tour. An- touchdown margin.
'43 Hill-and-Dalers Drop
1912, while Bates ranks second with
worst trouncing that we have ever other member of this team is William
With the Bobkitten line ripping
five wins.
received in a State Series game as it F. Garcelon, speaker at the Varsity gaping holes in the Ricker forward Meet To Deering, 26-29
pushed the old-time Bobcats around Club banquet last spring.
Since the meet is to be held on the
The freshman "A" harriers lost
Dr. Emery, now visiting Lewiston wall and with Smith, Johnson, and
to the tune of G2 to 0. However, In the
Augusta golf course, the Garnet harNewton
alternating
in
carrying
the
words of Dr. Emery, "It was a darn' with his daughter, Mrs. Allen H. Mil- ball, it wasn't long before Johnson their first meet Friday when they riers have been working out on Rivergood game—regardless of the score". ler of Riveredge, N'. J. will be unable scored the year's first touchdown for were nosed out by a fleet footed sex- dale golf course to get accustomed to
tet from Deering by a final tally of
to be present at the Back-to-Bates
No Passes,
running on the turf. The men who
week end activities and the Maine the frosh. Taking the ball on the 26-29.
Just Power Drives
will make the trip, barring accidents
Ricker
16
he
raced
through
a
big
hole
The finish, an added attraction for
Dr. Emery returned to Bates in game next week, but his wishes will and crossed the last white line almost
are Shepherd '40, Downing '40, Coffin
1900 as a coach of baseball and the be with us for a victory by his Alma untouched. Newton picked up Smith's the frosh-Ricker football fans, dis- '40, Rollins '40, Griachen '40, Drury
following year he entered Harvard Mater of which he has carried dis- blocked kick and rushed it for the closed the yearling pack led as usual '41, and Nickerson '42. If Joe Housby their star, McLaughlin. "Mac"
Medical School and upon his gradua- tinct memories all these years.
extra point. With the same trio of claimed the honors of first place in ton's infected foot is better enough
tion in 1905 went to Denver, Colo.,
backs rolling up first down after first the meet by a large margin, although to allow him to work out this week,
where he began his practice of medi1
down, pay dirt was again struck. This Ward of the down-staters fought he will undoubtedly make the trip.
cine and continued until a few years J. V. Cross-Country Starts
time, it was Newton who lugged it gamely to catch him as he broke the
ago when he retired.
Against Bridgton Today
over from the 5 yard line. Smith kick- finish tape.
Football was a rugged game in the
Lyford and Welch pulled in in Frosh Harriers To Race
The junior varsity cross-country ed the point, giving the frosh a 14-0
days of Doctor Emery. There was no
lead, and the first team retired. The fourth and fifth positions, respective-1 UJM High TueSdlV
team
has
tentatively
scheduled
a
meet
such scientific equipment as there is
second team proved themselves to be ly. but the margin of the Deering win '
today, although the players were cov- with Bridgton Academy for this af- nea-ly on a par with the first and was measured by the points gained
The Lisbon High cross-country
ternoon. No advanced schedule has as
ered to the eyebrows ^with bulky leayet been drawn up for the Jayvees, but continued to run uo the score. Seven by the three alien runners to precede team will come to town Tuesday afther covering, injuries were frequent.
it is expected that there will be ar- plays after the start of the second the fourth and fifth Garnet runners, ternoon to race with the freshman
The plays were purely power drives
harriers. The Bates yearlings will be
ranged
several meets during the period. Cote plunged over and Sears Borden and Grimes.
with a tremendous pile-up after each
rushed
the
extra
point.
This
ended
The frosh were at a disadvantage in out to avenge their last year's defeat
season.
play, and woe betide the man underthe scoring for the half with the frosh the meet by the absence of Corbett at the hands of the Lisbon forces.
The
junior
varsity
will
be
led
by
neath.,. Passes were an unheard of
from their ranks. Corbett, a consisMai Holmes who is rounding into such enjoying a comfortable 21-0 lead.
Despite Lisbon's victory over Monstrategy.
tent point collector for the yearlings, mouth Academy by a score of 23 to 34.
form that he may be promoted to the
The first eleven was back in there had been outrun by a flock of germs
'89 Nine State
varsity, John Howarth, Lou Handley,
their relative strength is still a mysat
the start of the last half, and soon and was laid low with a temporary
Champions
Richard Hoag, Thomas O'Shaughtery. However, it does look as if it will
It was about baseball that Dr. Em- nessy, Irving Mabee, and George started a 55-yard march. Johnson, who illness.
be a lad named Millet who will bear
did most of the ball carrying on the
ery delighted to talk. He was captain Niece.
The summary:
plenty of watching and may give the
march, crashed over for the score
1, McLaughlin, B; 2, Ward, D; 3, home boys a hard push. This youngfrom the nine yard line. Smith made Drew, D; 4. Lyford, B; 5, Welch. B; ster led the pack home on the Monthe conversion with another fine place 6. Ryder, D; 7, Wood. D; 8. Soule, D; mouth course with a record time of 12
kick, bringing the Bobkittens into a 9. Borden, B; 10, Grimes, B; 11, Gates, minutes and 14 seconds.
28-0 lead. This ended the day's work B: 12, Sawyer, B; 13, Michaud. D: 14,
Coach Thompson stated that he exBy Bill Howland '40
for the starters and Sturgis set the Hofaeher, D.
pected plenty of competition as this
stage for the last touchdown by inlittle school usually turns out an extercepting a Ricker forward on bis
Best Performance of the Week: Again the varsity harriers get
cellent team yearly. Incidentally, last
own 15 and racing beautifully to the Bobkittens Seek 2nd Win
the bid with their 25 to 31 victory over a strong: Northeastern Uniyear's Bates varsity cross-country
opponents' 45. The seconds marched
versity team.
As
They
Face
Coburn
Fri.
captain, Dana Wallace, was graduated
from here to a touchdown with DeThe Bobkittens will ring up the cur- from Lisbon High.
lano making the final 6-pointer. Sears
Saturday the Pale Blue of the UniSome special statistics taken in the again rushed the extra noint ending tain of the Back-to-Bates week end by
versity of Maine trek from Orono to Arnold game show an interesting sit- the scoring of the day with the Fresh- playing host to the Coburn Classical
gridmen at Garcelon field at 3 p. m.
meet the Bobcats in the first State uation. In the fourth period the Bob- men way out in front, 35-0.
Series battle of the year. Win, lose or cats only rushed the ball five times
Friday.
The summary:
In spite of the decisive score of
draw, before they leave Lewiston they but made a total of fifty-six yards, or
Ricker their initial victory over Ricker, Coach
will realize that they have been in a about eleven yards average per ad- Frosh
Spinks stated early this week that the
great battle. Maine is good this year, vance. That's at the rate of a first Josselyn, Grant, Sennett, le
re. Stewart, Henderson team was far from the peak that he
and so is Bates. But just how good down on each rush. In the other
AT
desired. Much work has been done
our boys are remains to be seen. Al- quarters Bates rushed from fourteen Sweet, Connelly. It
rt,
Tarbell,
Heath
this week to round out the team for
though we enter the fray the winner to eighteen times.
Vaughn, Baker, lg
rg. Hutchinson this and the next game.
in three tilts out of four we have won
Stafford, Hennessey, c
no game by an overwhelming mar- Here and There:
The Coburn Tigers, who last week 29 Ash St.,
Lewiston
c, McGowan. Lentintine
gin. But we have shown a tight deend
tasted defeat at the hands of
A pleasing sight was the rising
McDonald, Buker, rg
lg. Currier MCI (next opponents of the frosh),
fense and an offense that sparkled at
of the Bates team to cheer Fish,
Williams, Sterling, rt
times but bogged down at just the
will be attempting to bounce back inArnold's injured end, when he
It. Oliver, Henderson
wrong times. The team has not realur Boleros
to the win column by a local conwas carried from the field . . .
Marshall. Knust, re
ly clicked yet, but when they begin to
quest. They should present the frosh
Monte Moore plans to have all
and
le. Perkins. Ward
click consistently the boys will go
with plenty of problems on Friday.
cross-conntry meets finish in
Kuhn, Sturgis, qb
places.
The star back of the team, Frank Cafront of the grandstand on GarceBolero Ensembles
qb, Niles. Gonza, Titcomb
miniti. will be out to continue his
The spirit of the team means a
lon field in the future, whether
Consisting; of
Johnson, Cote. Delano, lhb
career of running wild over allgreat deal in this coming series, and
there is a football game going on
rhb, Soucie
BOLERO
with MUFF and HAT
comers.
or not . . . Quoting the Colby
the spirit of the team is usually a reNewton, Thompson, Kellin. rhb
to Match
The
probable
starting
line-ups
are:
flection of the spirit of the school,
•"Male": "Card, Colby's only letlhb, Hawkes, Larrabee
Frosh
Coburn
which, in plain language, hasn't been
terman returning from last year,
Smith, fb
tb, Putnam, Coy
Josselyn
LH
Casey
was topped by five Bobcats whom
any too good *o far this season. So
Touchdowns: Delano, Cote, Newton. Sweet
LT
McCallum
he wiD easfly outran In the State
let's generate some spirit, make some
RENTAL SERVICE OX FUR
Johnson 2. Points after touchdown: Vaughn
LG
Taylor
noise, hang out some banners, and get
Meet after he has had more runSears 2, Smith 2, Newton.
WRAPS FOR EVENING WEAR
Stafford
C
Clukey
right out in back of the team! If
nlng." All that we have to say
McDonald
RG
McCarthy
is
wait
and
see,
Jnst
wait
and
see
you are worried because Maine beat
Williams
RT
Tuslo
... By the way, Colby had a new
Arnold 47 to 0 and we only took them
Marshall
RE
Mills
by a 15 to 0 score, keep this in mind
football song written by Fred
Campus Representative
Kuhn
QB
Crozier
Waring and song by his Penasyl—Arnold had not been able to get In
MISS TOTTT CONEY
Johnson
LHB
Cooper
vanians. The story behind this is
one scrimmage session before she met
Rand Hall
Cote
RHB
Camlniti
the Bears, and the team was hardly
that Coach Al McCoy and Waring
Smith
FB
Ivors
organized.
were classmates at Penn State.

Emery Captained 'Lost Team'
On Unofficial Trip To Canada

Bobkittens Massacre
Ricker Classical, 35-0

SPORT SHOTS

GIRLS-

SPECIAL PRICES

T. J. Murphy's

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

HAYES EATS IN HIS OWN DINER

HAYES' DINER
OPP. SUN-JOURNAL — TEL. 1440 — LEWISf ON, MAIN!

Prescription Specialist
©BUGS - SUNDRIES
FOUNTAIN and LUNCHEON
SERVICE
Telephone 8694
Cor. College and Sabattna Sta,

START THE YEAR BIGHT!!!
How About a PIPE from

T. J. Murphy Fur Co.

Bill Davis Smoke Shop

Lewiston, Maine

8S Ash St.

Lewtoton

ESTABLISHED 187S

**> SATIS BTIJDW*, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 88, 1W9

FOUR

AT THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Thurs., Fit, Sat. • Oct. 26, 27, 88
Leslie Howard in "Intermezzo—
A Love Story".
Sun., MOIL, Tues., Wed.
Oct. 29, 80, 81 - NOT. 1
"Mr. Smith Goes to "Washington"
with James Stewart, Jean Arthur.
AUBUBN
I'hnrs„ Fit, Sat - Oct 26, 27, 28
"Espionage Agent" with Joel McCrae, Brenda Marshall, Jeffry Lynn
Moo, Tues., Wed. Oct SO, 81, NOT. 1
"Nurse Edith CaTell" with Anna
Neagle, Edna Mae OliTer, George
Sanders, May Robson.

A Bates Tradition

GEO. A. ROSS
SAT IT WITH ICE CREAM
ELM STREET
Bates 1904

Unique Play, 'Our Town'
Pictures The Simple Life
By Marie Bodge '40
Last year, after having seen "Our
Town", the latest success of Thornton
Wilder, Professor Berkelman very enthusiastically and vividly told some of
his students a bit about it According
to him, the play was really something
new and different, something we
should all see, or at least read. Theiefore, I was very glad to know that it
was to be given at Lakewood the week
I was to be visiting nearby. Needless
to say, none of us were disappointed
by the performance, as so often happens when something has been highly praised or recommended by others.

everyone. It Is that of a small New
England town and the simple, human
events in the lives of various citizens.
It might be any town and the people
might be any of us with our sorrows
and happiness. The last scene i8
particularly impressive; here we learn
that the past must be left behind and
that true joy and truth await us i„
the future. There is an air of wonder and easy waiting about this that
takes away any suggestion of the
morbid.
Woolcott
Liked It

One could see "Our Town" any
number of times and still find it
beautiful and touching. Alexander
Woolcott said of it, ""In all my days as
a theatregoer no play ever moved me
so deeply." Among many reviews, all
of which highly commend the play,
the Washington Herald said, "At first
surprised the audience to gaiety and
then slowly stilled it to a hushed silence with the significance of its unadorned truth. The drama is so illusive in its charm that mere words fail
The story will indubitably appeal to to convey a picture of its fascination."

"Our Town" really is different At
first, however, I didn't realize just
why. It is done so realistically thai
one tends to forget completely the
lack of properties or scenery. One
sees ordinary people engaged in ordinary household activities, but they
are minus the dishes, the mowing machine, and the books. Your imagination simply can't fail to be aroused
under such stimulation.

C/Jt/Cf>CC(/...opens Doors
to fields where People
hive,Work & Achieve

X,oday there are about 1,000,000

cigar stores, drug stores, country and grocery stores where
you can buy cigarettes in the United States. These retailers, and the jobbers who serve them, have built up
a service of courtesy and convenience unmatched by any other
industry catering to the American public's pleasure.
1HERE ARE ANOTHER MILLION people who
are engaged directly or indirectly in the transportation of
cigarettes to every town, hamlet and crossroads.
IS ESTIMATED that there are 1,602,000
tobacco farmers raising tobacco in 20 out of the 48
states. Good tobacco is one of the hardest crops to
raise and bring to market, requiring great skill and
patience from seed-bed planting to harvesting and curing. The modern tobacco farmer has done well the job
of constantly improving the quality of his product.

IT

LHE AVERAGE LENGTH of service of the 13,230
people working in the Chesterfield factories, storage
houses, leaf-handling and redrying plants is over 10
years. This means that every step in the making of
Chesterfields, regardless of how small, is handled by people who have had 10 years of experience and ability in
knowing their jobs.
TRULY TOBACCO OPENS DOORS to fields where
people live, work and achieve, and Chesterfield takes
pride in its ever increasing part in this great industry that
is devoted entirely to the pleasure of the American public.
.O SMOKERS, Chesterfield Cigarettes have
always said, and now repeat, that in no other cigarette
made can you find the same degree of real mildnessand
good taste, or the same high quality of properly cured
and aged tobaccos. Chesterfield Cigarettes are made
with one purpose only...to give smokers everywhere
the MILDER, BETTER-TASTING SMOKING PLEASURE they want. You can't buy a better cigarette.

MAKE YOUR NEXT PACK

CHESTERFIELD

Undefeated Dorm Clubs Freshman X-C Team
Clash In Crucial Meet Wins Again, 18-44
The East ±-ar*«
Parker and Off-Campus
touch football teams clash tomorrow
in a game which may go a long way
in deciding the championship of the
Intramural touch-football
league.
Both teams are undefeated and are
lust about evenly matched. East features the dependable pass-receiving
Brud Witty and strong defensive line
Play while Don Webster is the standout 'for the Townles. The game is
scheduled to start at 4:00 and will be
Plaved on Garcelon Field.
Last week's matches ran true to
form with the favored club winning
in each case. West Parker's potentially strong group still was not up to
Par and was lucky to eke out a victory over Don Maggs' Roger Williams
team. The score was 2-0 and was
caused by Art Damon's lightning
charge through the line, catching a
luckless Roser Bill ball carrier behind the line. The game was strictly defensive.
John Bertram's powerful "darkhorses" proved that they may have a
thing to say about final championship awards as they annexed an easy
12-6 verdict over "Sandy" Sandblom's
Off-Dorm outfit. The frosh, presenting a varied and well-drilled attack
featuring spinners, reverses, deceptive laterals, and spot passing, twice
made long marches down the field for
touchdowns. The Off-Dorm group
kept in the game mainly through the
efforts of Dick Thompson's long passes, and Tom O'Shaughnessy's long
runs. The running of Bill Arlock, the
passing of Capt. Albie Wight and the
pass-receiving of Jimmie Watts were
features for J. B.
The standings:
W L Pf Pa
n
i
East Parker
2 0 28
6
0
12
Off-Campus
1
John Bertram
1 1 19 20
West Parker
1 1 2 14
Roger Williams
0 1 0 2
Off-Dorm
0 2 12 24
The schedule: Thursday, Oct. 26,
Off-Campus vs. East Parker, 4:00:
Oct 30, Roger Williams vs. Off-Dorm,
3:45; Oct. 31, West Parker vs. OffCampus, 4:00; Nov. 1, John Bertram
vs. Roger Williams, 3:45; Nov. 2, OffDorm vs. East Parker, 4:00; Nov. 6,
John Bertram vs. West Parker, 3:45;
Nov. 7, Off-Campus vs. Roger Williams, 4:00; Nov. 8, John Bertram vs.
Off-Campus, 3:45; Nov. 9, Off-Dorm
vs. West Parker, 4:00; Nov. 10, East
Parker vs. Roger Williams, 3:45.

The freshman harriers stepped
back onto the victory path yesterday
afternoon by outrunning Scarboro
High School, 18-44. McLauthlin was
winning man again for the frosh, doing the course in 10 minutes flat. He
was followed by Lyford, Welch, and
Borden in that order. The cimes were
all especially good considering the
frosty weather.
The summary: Frosh—1, McLauthlin; 2, Lyford; 4, Welch: 5, Borden;
6, Corvid; 7, Gates; 9, Grimes; 10.
Tufts; 11, Sawyer; 14. Soloaaon: 15.
Crosby; 17, Stoughton.
Scarboro—3, Withee; 8, Jones; 12,
Klasse; 13, Cott; 16, Stewall; 18,
Pooler.

Billiard Champion Peterson
Demonstrates Fancy Shots
Chase Hall Wednesday played host
to about one hundred "pool" enthusiasts who witnessed two spectacular
lecture-demonstrations of the game of
billiards as iriven by Charles Peterson,
the world's fancy shot billiard champion.
Peterson accompanied the demonstration of his many fancy shots with
interesting lectures on the fundamentals of the game. He circulated
among the audience sheets of paper
containing illustrated diagrams and
instructions to facilitate the complete
understanding of the discussion. He
had a pleasing personality and great
skill as a professional showman. By
causing a cue ball to inscribe a curve
and a circle, he actually convinced his
listeners that mathematics has many
practical applications.
"Sol" Bunshaft '41 definitely proved
that he wasn't behind the eight ball
by holding more than his own in competition with the champ himself.

W A A Holds Annual Tea
For Guests After Game

..On Saturday afternoon, directly after the game, Alumni, faculty, and
students are Invited to attend the annual Back-to-Bates tea in Chase Hall.
Katherine Gould '40, Joan Wells '40,
and Bertha Bell '40 will be the
pourers.
The committee in charge is headed
by Barbara Fish '41 and includes Aino
Puranen '41, decorations; Chris Williamson '41, refreshments; Janet McCaw "41, music; Frances Wallace '41,
ARNOLD GAME . . .
dishes; Tressa Braun '41, clean-up;
(Continued from page one)
that he was the outstanding Arnold and is being aided by Miss Fahrenholz.
player on the field.

In summing up the game it can be
said with due credit to Arnold that
the game provided a fine tune-up for
the all-important Maine game next
Saturday. The contest showed several rough spots that must be ironed
out before next week's encounter and
gave Coach Mansfield a line on his
reserve strength.
The line-ups:
Bates
Arnold
Francis, le
le, Barbes
Johnson, It
It, Scarso
Lerette, lg
lg, Pysmenny
Crooker (C), c
c, Fish
Sigsbee, rg
rg, Reich
Topham, rt
•
rt. Tierney
Pomeroy, re
re, Laliberty
O'Sullivan, qb
qb, Martin
Belliveau, Ih
lh. Sylvia
Gorman, rh
rh, Coppolla
Buccigross, fb
fb, Tuchinsky
Subs—Bates: Kilgore. Parmenter,
Malone, Goldenberg, Tardiff, Ayres,
Connor, Hervey, Flanagan, Briggs,
Andrews, Daikus. James, Plaisted,
Briggs, Connon, Roscoe; Arnold:
Zimmerman, Curry, BenevenutI, Powers, Smith. Levine.
Bates
7 0 8 0—15
Touchdowns, Belliveau 2, point after
touchdowns, Buccigross (D.K.); safety, Coppolla (tackled by James).

Seavey '$
240 COURT ST. - AUBURN

VICTOR BLUEBIRD
RECORDS
"I WANT THE WAITER WITH
THE WATER"

and

ALL

THE

NEW TUNES at SEAVEY»S

Complimen ts of
Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street
Pastry Of All Kinds
Opp. Post Office Tel. 1115-M

Outing Club Fetes Alumni
At Thorncrag Sunday
The Outing Club will sponsor an
Open House at Thorncrag. Sunday
afternoon, Oct. 29, from 2:30 to 5:00.
This is a regular feature of the BackTo-Bates week end, and everyone is
invited.
The chaperones will be Dr. and Mrs.
Paul R. Sweet, Joan Wells '40. and
Ralph Caswell '41. directors of cabins, are in charge of the affair.
GOV. BARROWS SPEAKS . .
(Continued from page one)
lications: Mark Lelyveld '40, the Bates
STUDENT of Oct. 25; John McCue '40,
the "Mirror" of 1939; Barbara Rowell '40, the Spring 1939 Issue of the
"Garnet"; Raymond Cool "40, the
"Buffoon" of Oct. 28, and Leonard
Clough '40, the 1939-40 Christian Association freshman handbook.
Audience Sings
"Gnllery of Memories"
This completes the list of documents of the day. that will enter the
cornerstone box of the new dormitory, while the assembly then sings
the "Gallery of Memories" led by Seldon T. Crafts, the box will be sealed
by a workman. It will then be put in
place with the cornerstone Itself.
Pres. Clifton D. Gray will have the
honor of placing the first trowel of
mortar on the stone, followed by Governor Barrows with the second, and
Pres. Hauck of Maine with the third.
Dr. Vernon will then offer the benediction.
Mr. Crafts will lead the audience in
the Alma Mater~"and the band will
march back to the gymnasium to
complete the ceremony.

Purity Restaurant
197 Main Street
OUR AIM IS TO SATISFT
WITH OUB QUALITY FOOD

R. W. CLARK
Copyright 19J9. Liocirr *

MYIM TOBACCO CO,

Debate With Vermont
Features First Clinic

DRUGGIST
George P. Larrapee, Proprietor
Reliable - Prompt - Accurate ■ Courteous
CORNER MAIN and BATES STREETS
TELEPHONE 125

The debate clinic sponsored here
Friday by the Debating Council for
the benefit of the members of their
interscholastic league was featured
by the first intercollegiate debate of
the season. Mary Gozonsky '40, president of the Council, presided at the
debate which attracted representatives of 18 high schools, completely
filling the Little Theatre.
Ruth Gray '40 and Harriet White
Ml upheld the affirmative of the question of government ownership of
railroads for Bates, while Eleanor
Brodey and Trudy Johnston defended
the negative tor the University of
Vermont.
••
The high school students attended
the freshman football game and participated in a demonstration and discussion of extemporaneous speaking
conducted by Miss Lavinla Schaeffer
of the Speech department.
Principal E. P. Smith of Turner
Institute presided at a coaches' round
table and the debaters heard Prof. J.
Murray Carroll of the Economics department discuss "The Plight of the
Railroads." As the evening session
opened Prof. Brooks Quimby, director of the league, spoke on "Is That
Good Debating?"
An interesting
'forum period concluded* the clinic
program.

PECKS

They're naturals for the dorm . . ,
these

SAYBURY
Mothers Of Frosh, Juniors
To Have Day, Nov. 18 and 19

CHENILLE and CUDDLEDOWN

ROBES

Freshman and Junior coeds will en^
tertain their mothers next Nov. 18 and
19 when the fourth annual Mothers'
With a book or a friend you're
Week End will occur. Student Govequally at home in these lovely
ernment and W. A. A. are preparing
robes . . . and when the chill of
to show the visitors a sample of colnight creeps thru home or dorm,
lege life.
you'll snuggle down In them cozlly
The mothers who arrive on SaturMelon, royal, sky-blue, cherryday morning are invited to attend
wine, white . . . striped and self
classes. The afternoon program contrim. Sizes 12 to 42.
sists of a sports review, an exhibition by the Modern Dance Club, and
a tea in the Women's Union. At 6:15
a banquet will be served at Fiske Dining Hall. After that comes a stepsing at Hathorn Hall, followed by
movies of the campus and the presenDelicious Ice Cream
tation of a short play by the Heelers.
Now Being Sold at Ton
On Sunday the mothers will breakBATES
COLLEGE STORE
fast at Fiske. The official week end
will close at a service in the chapel
during which Dr. Rayborn Zerby will
Drop Into
speak.
THE QUALITY SHOP
The committee in charge consists
Featuring Hamburg Sandwiches
of Hazel Turner '40, Frances Wallace
'41, and Gale Rice '41. The sub-com- Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
mittees are as follows: Sports, Anne Have Ton Tried Our Sllex Coffee!
McNally '40 and Muriel Swicker "42; 148 College St. S mln. Iron Campus
Open 7 A. M. to 10:80 P.M.
Dance Club, Dorothy Pampel '40 and
Jane Veazie '42; Program, Dorothy
Stead '41, Helene Woodward '41, and
Margaret Hubbard '41; Tea, Dorothy
Dole '41, Barbara Fish '41, and Elaine
Humphrey '42; Banquet, Frances Clay
'40, Elizabeth Swann '41, Jean Keneston '42, and Eleanora Keene '42;
Step-sing, Marguerite Mendall '41 and
Jewelry and Watch Repairing
Dorothy Pampel '40; Heelers, Alno
Puranen '41, Virginia Yeomans '40, 79 Lisbon St, Lew Iston • TeL 119
and Natalie Webber '42; Dance,
Gladys Bickmore '42, Ruth Beal '41,
'and Ruth Gray '40; Movies, (Jean
Davis '40 and Elizabeth Roberts '41;
For Real Courteous Taxi Service
Vesper Service, Ruth Ober '41, Virginia Day '42. and Ruth Ulrich '42;
Guests, Eleanor Wilson '40 and Ruth
Beal '41; Accommodation, Annette
LEWISTON, MAINE
Barry '40, Carolyn Hayden '40, and
Dorothy Tuttle '42. ,

$5.98

HOOD'S

Call 4040

BILL

Bussey '40 Named Business Manager
of "Buffoon'*
With the presentation of the first
isse of the "Buffoon" on campus Friday, Editor Ray Cool '40 announces
the appointment of Lynn Bussey '40
to the vacant post of business manager.

THE BARBER
for
EDS and CO-EDS
Chase Hall . Hours t •■18—14
COLLEGE STREET

SHOE HOSPITAL
All Kinds of Shoe Repairing
67 CoUege St

MAN WANTED
Student to take orders for
Nash Custom Tailored Clothes.
Fine line of Domestic and Imported fabrics In .very wanted
weave, pattern and color shade.
Large selection of highly attractive goods authentically
styled to yonr customer's
choice. No investment. Complete sample equipment including full measuring instructions.
No experience necessary. Company guarantees customer's
satisfaction In the fit of hi.
clothes. ExceUent commission
and bonus arrangement. Branch
offices in bis; cities.
Write
fully. The A. Nash Company,
1921 Elm Street, Cincinnati, O.

Lewistea, Me.

The College Store
b for
BATES STUDENTS

The
Auburn
News

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

